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Many elementary combinatorial objectc -- _ *~II be modeled as restricted multiset permutations. 
Standard examples include (unrestricted) permutations of a multiset and ordered trees with 
prescribed Atiegree sequence. In developing algorithms to generate all members of a subset S of 
multiset permutations in such a way that successive permutations differ only by the interchange 
of adjacent distinct elements, we are led to the adjacent interchange graph G(S) of S. The 
vertices of G(S) are the elements of S and two vertices are connected by an edge if one can be 
obtained from the other by an adjacent interchange. This graph is bipartite. no adjacent 
interchange algorithm is possible if the number of vertices in the two bipartitions differs by 
more than one. In this paper we determine a recurrence relation that describes the difference 
of the number of vertices in the two bipartitions. This recurrence relation is solved for the 
examples mentioned above. 
1. Introduction 
Combinations are among the most fundamental combinatorial objects. It is 
therefore of interest to study algorithms for generating combinations. They can 
be conveniently represented as a bitstring of length 12 with k l’s and it - k 0’s. It is 
straightforward to develop an algorithm for generating combinations in lexi- 
cographic order. Bitner, Ehrlich, and Reingold [l] developed an algorithm for 
generating combinations where each successive combination differs from its 
predecessor by the interchange of a 0 and a I somewhere in ihe bitstring. It was 
independently discovered by Buck and Wiedemann [2], Eades, Hickey, and Read 
[3], and Ruskey and Miller [S] that if each successive combination differs bv the w 
interchange of an adjacent 81 or 10 pair that the generation is possible if and only 
if n is even and k is odd (except for the trivial cases k = 0, l,n - 1) n). 
To show that generation is impossible unless II is even and K is odd we 
c-e=ctnlct an ndimmt interchmge graph whose vertices consist of the combina- --- ____ -;- ___ -_,--‘-_ - 
tions and where two vertices are connected by an edge if they diBe,r by an 
adjacent interchange. The adjacent interchange graph is bipartite; arid hence a 
Hamilton path can exist only if the difference in the number of vertices in the two 
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bipartitions is at most one. Using induction, it was shown in [2,3,5] that the 
difference in the number of vertices in the two bipartitions is zero if n is even and 
k is odd and otherwise is 
Expression (1) is greater than one if k # 0, 1, n - 1, n. 
Binary trees are another fundamental combinatorial object, and are of special 
interest to computer scientists. Binary trees with II internal nodes can be 
represented by bitstrings with n l’s and n O’s obtained by traversing the tree in 
preorder and recording a 1 for each internal node and a 0 for each leaf (except for 
the last leaf). It was shown by Proskurowski and Ruskey [a] that it is possible to 
generate trees in this representation by interchanging a 0 and 1 somewhere in the 
bitstring, and that it is impossible to do adjacent interchange generation if n 2 5 is 
odd. The impossibility proof is similar to the impossibility proof for combinations. 
For binary trees, if n is odd, the difference in the number of vertices in the two 
bipartitions is 
In trying to generalize and unify the preceding results we see that (Lemma 1, 
below) the graph is bipartite if the vertex set consists of any subset of strings 
where the types and number of symbols are fixed (e.g. it is a subset of multiset 
permutations). Furthermore, there is hope that the indrld+ determination of the _ _-__..-.-W Y 
difference of the number of vertices in the two bipartitions is possible if there is a 
simple solvable recurrence relation for counting the subsets. 
Both combinations and l+wary trees may be vie\ved as paths in a wo 
dimensional attice that are directed towards, ani end at, the origin. For 
combinations the paths start at (n - k, k); ad for binary trees the paths start at 
(n, n) and are restricted to pass through points (x, y) that satisfy -IS =~y. It is 
natural, therefore, to view both of these objects within the more general context 
of lattice paths that are restricted to pass through a specified set of points and end 
at the origin. There is a simple recurrence relation that counts such paths. This 
recurrence relation can be solved for special cases that are isomorphic to multiset 
permutations and to ordered trees with a given degree sequence. For these two 
classes of combinatorial objects we are able to determine the difference in the 
number of vertices in the two bipartitions of the adjacent interchange path. These 
two solutions, given as Theorems 1 and 2 in the following section, are the main 
results of this paper. 
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Lemma 1. The adjacent interchange raph is bipartite. 
Roof. We argue that the graph has no odd cycles. Consider a vertex Y on a cycle 
in the graph. As the cycle is traversed we eventually return to Y via a sequence of 
interchanges. For each interchange there must be a corresponding reversed 
interchange, and so there are an even number of vertices on the cycle. Cl 
The following notation will prove useful in what follows. 
n = (no, 4, . . . 9 4 
nj= ( no,nl ,..., nj-l,..., %I 
iij=(tZo+l,t2l,. . . ,IZj-1,. . . ,nt) 
Note: ii0 is the same as n. Throughout the paper we will assume that 
n =no+nl+***+n,. 
Let Su denote the set of all (t + l)-tuples of natural numbers, and let S be some 
subset of SW DeCn e S(# to be the set of all paths from n to 0 (the origin) in the 
(t + l)-dimensional lattice of integer points, where each point on the path is in S. 
Each of the n steps on the path consists of a unit movement parallel to an axis 
and directed towards the origin. The one-to-one correspondence between S&n) 
and multiset permutations (where there are ni occurrences of symbol i) is well 
known. 
Let C(n) denote the number of paths in S(n). From the definition of the lattice 
paths we obtain the following recurrence relation for C(n). Unless otherwise 
specified, all summations in 
I 
1 
C(n) = C C(nJ 
LO 
this paper are over i where 0 s i S t. 
tin=0 
ifnd 
otherwise 
(3) 
*Let ST be the set of all (t + I)-tuples of natural numbers (x0, x1, . . . , xt) that 
satisfy C (1 - i)Xi 3 0. It was shown by Zaks and Richards [6] that there is natural 
one-to-one correspondence between ST(n) and the set of ordered forests with 
1 + c (1 - i)ni trees, no + 1 leaves and Ifi nodes of degree i for i = 1,2, . . . , t. The 
correspondence is obtained by traversing the forest in preorder, recording the 
degrees of the nodes, to obtain the sequence of length n (the final 0 is omitted). 
It will be useful to have a compact notation for multinomial coefficients and for 
the sum of the first i - 1 of the nj: 
(n;n)=(n;no, nl,. . . ,n,)= no, _” ( 
‘I= ‘! 
. . . , n,l no!nl?. . . n,! 
For S” the solution of (1) is the mu!tinomial coefficient (E ; 
so C.W. Ko, F. Rwkty 
solution is 
2 (I - i)(fl; iii) = z[l+x(l-i)FZj] 
L 
The cunonical sequence, Can(n), is defined to be o”O 1”’ e a . P. Let E(n) 
denote the number of sequences that are an even number of adjacent inter- 
changes from @an(n), and let S(n) denote the number that are an odd number 
of adjacent interchanges from Can(n). The number D(n) = E(n) - e(n) will be 
called the parity difference. 
2. e recun~~ce and soh~tion(s) 
In this section we derive a recurrence relation for D(n). This recurrence is then 
solved for SU and SF 
Lemma 2. The parity difference sati@es the following recurrence relation. 
1 
1 ifn=O 
O(n) = C (-I)“D(&) g# E S (4) 
0 otherwise. 
Consider all sequences that begin with i. me parity difference from 
transforming those sequences into iCan is D(ni). Transforming from iCan 
to Can(n) results in parity difference (0l)“D(ni). Summing over all i gives the 
total parity difference. 0 
Let Qdd(n) denote the number of ni that are odd, and let mi = [&ni J . 
The soiution of (4j for SU is given below. 
if Odd(n) G 1 
otherwise. 
The proof proceeds by induction on n. It is clearly true if n = 0. We will 
consider four cases depending on the value of Odd(nj, 
(a) Case where Odd(n) = 0: If all ni are even then Oj is even for all j, and thus 
(b) Case where Odd( j = 1: Let nk be odd. men, inductively, 
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(c) Case where Odd(n) = 2: Let nj and nk be odd, where j < k. 
D(n) = (-l)VP( 
=(m;m)-(m;m)=O 
(d) Case where Odd(n) > 2: In this case the recurrence is a sum of 0’s. El 
For ST the situation is considerabiy more complicated. Some additional 
notation is now introduced so that the results can be presented succinctly. Let 
OddE(n) denote the number of even indices i > 0 such that ni is odd, and let 
Odd/r&) denote the number of odd indices i such that pti is odd. Also we 
(re)deline q, E, and #3 as follows: 
4= X mi 
even i
E= z (l-ijmi 
even i
8= x (l-i)?& 
oddi 
The proof of the following theorem will repeatedly use the equality 
m(m - 1; nti) = m&l; m). 
Note that this equality is valid even if mi = 0. We also repeatedly use the fact that 
if ni is odd then mi remains unchanged if ni is reduced by one. Similarly, if Zi is 
even then mi becomes one less when ni is reduced by one. 
Thwem 2‘* Assuming C (I- ijni a 0, the solution of (4) for ST is determined by 
the following cases: 
(A) D(O,n,,O,. . . ,O)=l ifn$O. 
(B) If fzQ k odd, OddE(n) = I, SddO(n) G 1, then 
D(n) = 
I 
where p = I if &MO(n) = 0, and p = (- 1 jOf if j is the orzly odd index such that nj 
is odd. 
(C) If no is even, OddE(n) = 0, and OddO(n) s I, then 
D(n)=(m;m)[z+s] 
(D) If no is odd, and OddE( 
(E) In all other cases D(n) = 0. 
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Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on n. Each of the five cases will be 
considered in turn. We will keep track of the various possibilities (or states) by 
using a 3-(tuple), [x; y  z], where x is the parity of no, y is the value(s) of 
OddE(n), and z is the value(s) of O&O(n). Each term of the recurrence 
z!ation transforms one state into some other state. We must be careful when 
C (1 - i)n, = 0. 
Case A. 
This case is clearly true since the only tree corresponds to the canonical path in 
the lattice. 
&se B, [odd; 1, 0, 11. 
Let k > 0 be the even inde x such that nk is odd. There arti two subcases, 
depending on the value of OddO(n). 
Subcase (Bl), [odd; 1; l]. 
Let ni be odd where j is odd. From (4) the only non-zero state that arises is 
[odd; 1; 0] when i == j. Thus 
D(~)=(-l)~D(n,)=(-1)9f’(m;m)~ [f$+S]. 
0 
Subcase (BZ), [odd; 1; 0] 
Here non-zero states arise only if i = k, Or i is odd. When i = k state [odd; 0; 0] 
occurs: When i is odd state [odd; 1; l] occurs. We obtain 
D(n) = C (-lbuiD(Hi) + D(nk) 
oddi 
=- 
b; m) t -=+.iE+8+1) 
(:;a) =--------_ 
mo+l 
mli 
1 
-- C (l-i)mi+E+B+lj 
q +2oddi 
q) 63 1 =-- --+E+++l 
q+2 J 
Case $1, [even; 0; O,l]. 
There are two subcases, depending on the value of OddO(n). 
Subcase (Cl), [even; 0; 1] 
t nj be odd, where j is o We can assume that Pli > 0 some i # 1, and 
consequently q3 ~1~ > 0. 0th ise, we couid have case (A). e only non-zero 
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state that arises is [even; 0; 0] when i = j. Thus 
D(n) = (-l)“iD(q) = (m; m) if+Sl* 
Subcase (CZ), [even; 0; 0] 
The non-zero states that arise are [even; 0; I] when i is odd, and [odd; 0; 0] 
when i is zero. 
D(n) = C (-l)“D(ni) + D(H~) 
oddi 
NotethatifC(l-i)ni=OthenC(l-i)mi=OandsoE+@=O. 
Case (D), [odd; 0; 0] 
Let men+ denote even positive integers. The recurrence relation (4) beconies: 
D(n) = C (-l)“D(ni) + D(no) 
ettezz+ i 
= C (m-l;mi)~[E+lq(‘-~)+~]~(m;l)[~+~] 
emen+ i 0 - 
m 
(m;m) =- E+l+ @ - - 
mo+l Q q+l > 
(q - mo) - E 
1[ 
_ -m”+(mo+l(f+--$j] 
4 
=S[E+8+1]. 
0 
Case (E). 
The recurrence (4) reduces to a sum of zeroes unless one of the following four 
subcases occurs: 
(El) [odd; 2; 0] or [even; 0; 21 
(E2) [odd; 1; 21 or [odd; 2; l] 
(E3) [even; 1; 0; l] 
(E4) [odd; 0; l] 
Subcase (El), [udd; 2; 0] or [even; 0; 21 
For [odd; 2; 0] let r < s be even indices such that it, and az, are odd. Recurrence 
relation (4) becomes: 
D(n) = (-l)urD(ar,) + (-l)V[ 0 3 
have (-1)” = -(-l)uS = -1 and D@,.) = D( ), and thus (3) is zero. 
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For [even; 0; 21, the equality (3) also holds, except now r and s are odd indices. 
We have (-1)” = -(-1)” = 1 and D(nJ = D(nJ, and thus (3) is again zero. 
Subcase (E2), [odd; 1; 21 or [odd; 2; l] 
For [odd; 2; 11, let r < s be even indices such that II, and n, are odd, and let j be 
the odd index such that ni is odd. Recurrence relation (4) again reduces to (3). 
There are three possibilities depending upon the positioning of j relative to r 
and s. 
Ifj<r<s then (-l)s= -(-1)” = 1 and D(q) = Dins). 
If r < j <s then (-l)“= (-1)” = -1 and D(n,) = -D(n,). 
If r <s <j then (-l)“= -(-1)” = -1 and D(n,) = D(nJ. 
Thus (3) is always zero. For [odd; 1; 21 the analysis is quite simi!ar, and is 
omitted. 
Subcase (E3)p [even; I; 0, l] 
For [even; 1; 11, let j be the odd index such that ni is odd. The recurrence (4) 
reduces to 
D(n) = D(no) + (0l)“iD(nj) 
=- - ( 1) cvrn I- 
m0 
( m - l;Mo)[f+$] + (-l)‘(mi~J[~+$] =O 
For [even; 1; 01, the analysis is similar, except hat (- l)q is replaced by 1. 
Subcase (E4), [odd; 0; 1] 
Let j be the odd index such that nj is odd. Recurrence (4) becomes: 
D(n) = D(no) + C (-l)aiD(_lpi) + (-l)qD(nj) 
even+ i 
The Grst two terms are the same as the expression(s) used in proving case (I3), 
and the third term is the negation of case (D). The result is therefore zero. q 
3. conchmions 
The reader may feel somewhat cheated by the proof of Theorem 2 because of 
l ----_ its inductive nature and since rt seems to use almost no pruperties of the trees 
themselves. However, the result was discovered “inductively”.. We first generated 
tables of the parity difference numbers. We then noted when the zeroes occur, 
and next noted the positions for case (I?), since case (E) mirrors the result of 
Theorem 1 (and is what WP, had expected to always occur). We then asked 
ourselves what would ha: : to be true in order for the induction to carry through, 
and eventually guessed the other cases. Presumably, the solution of other parity 
difference recurrence relations could be discovered in a similar manner. 
elow are listed two corollaries of Theorem 2 for the cases of ordered trees and 
t-ary trees. For trees c (1 - i)ni is zero, and case (D) of Theorem 2 cannot occur. 
r the cases not covered by Corollaries 1 and 2 adjacent interchange generation 
of trees is impossible. 
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Corollary I.. For trees the parity difference is zero if and only if one of the 
following three conditions is met: 
(a) no is even and 
(al) OddE(m) 3 1, or 
(a2) OddO(n) 3 2 
(b) no is odd and 
(bl) OddE(n) 32, or 
(b2) OddO(n) 3 2 
(c) t is even, nI is even, ni 2 0, and ni = 0 for i # 0, 1, t. 
Proof. Conditions (a) and (b) fall under case (E) of Theorem 2. Condition (c) 
corresponds to the instances where case (6) of Theorem 2 can yield a parity 
difference of zero. El 
corn&y 2. For trees the parity differences is kl if and only if one of the 
following conditions are met: 
(a) t even, nt =l, nl=O, 1, andni=Ofori#O, 1, t. 
@I no=n2 = 3, and otherwise ni = 0. 
(c) t odd, n, = 2, nl =O, 1, and ni=O for i+O, 1, t. 
60 no = 4, n2 = 2, n3 = 1, and other wise ni = 0. 
(e) Case (A) of Theorem 2. 
Proof. Conditions (a) and (b) correspond to the instances where case (B) of 
Theorem 2 can yie!d a parity difference of magnitude one. Conditions (c) and (d) 
correspond to the instances where case (C) of Theorem 2 can yield a parity 
difference of one. Cl 
Corollary 3. For t-ary trees the solution of the recurrence (4) is 
r2(l: I) (m”~~mc) ift even, nt odd 
if t even, n, even 
D(n) = 
if t odd, nt odd 
if t odd, nt even. 
Note that the result of Corollary 3 agrees with (2). 
A natural question is: why does the solution of the recurrence relation in 
Theorem 2 depend only upon the parity of no, and the values of OddE and 
OddO? Would this be true for other boundary conditions? e conclude by 
stating a conjecture which is known to be true for combinations and for smazll 
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Conjecture. A Hamilton path exists ii2 t5e adjacent interchange graph for Su and 
ST whenever ID(n)1 is at most one. 
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